Active site mutants of Escherichia coli dethiobiotin synthetase: effects of mutations on enzyme catalytic and structural properties.
Five active site residues, Thr11, Glu12, Lys15, Lys37, and Ser41, implicated by the protein crystal structure studies of Escherichia coli DTBS, were mutated to determine their function in catalysis and substrate binding. Nine mutant enzymes, T11V, E12A, E12D, K15Q, K37L, K37Q, K37R, S41A, and S41C, were overproduced in an E. coli strain lacking a functional endogenous DTBS gene and purified to homogeneity. Replacement of Thr11 with valine resulted in a 24,000-fold increase in the Km(ATP) with little or no change in the Kd(ATP), KM(DAPA) and DTBS k(cat), suggesting an essential role for this residue in the steady-state affinity for ATP. The two Glu12 mutants showed essentially wild-type DTBS activity (slightly elevated k(cat)'s). Unlike wild-type DTBS, E12A had the same apparent KM(DAPA) at subsaturating and saturating ATP concentrations, indicating a possible role for Glu12 in the binding synergy between DAPA and ATP. The mutations in Lys15 and Lys37 resulted in loss of catalytic activity (0.01% and <0.9% of wild-type DTBS k(cat) for K15Q and the Lys37 mutant enzymes, respectively) and higher KM's for both DAPA (40-fold and >100-fold higher than wild-type for the K15Q and Lys37 mutant enzymes, respectively) and ATP (1800-fold and >10-fold higher than wild-type for K15Q and the K37 mutant enzymes, respectively). These results strongly suggest that Lys15 and Lys37 are crucial to both catalysis and substrate binding. S41A and S41C had essentially the same k(cat) as wild-type and had moderate increases in the DAPA and ATP KM and Kd (ATP) values. Replacement of Ser41 with cysteine resulted in larger effects than replacement with alanine. These data suggest that the H-bond between N7 of DAPA and the Ser41 side chain is not very important for catalysis. The catalytic behavior of these mutant enzymes was also studied by pulse-chase experiments which produced results consistent with the steady-state kinetic analyses. X-ray crystallographic studies of four mutant enzymes, S41A, S41C, K37Q, and K37L, showed that the crystals were essentially isomorphous to that of the wild-type DTBS. The models of these mutant enzymes were well refined (1.9 -2.6 A) and showed good similarity to the wild-type enzyme (rmsd of C alpha atoms: 0.16-0.24 A). The crystal structure of S41C complexed with DAPA, Mn2+/Mg2+, and AMPPCP revealed a localized conformational change (rotations of side chains of Cys41 and Thr11) which can account for the changes in the kinetic parameters observed for S41C. The crystal structures of the Lys37 mutant enzymes showed that the positive charge of the side chain of Lys37 is indispensable. Mutations of Lys37 to either glutamine or leucine resulted in a shift of the metal ion (up to 0.5 A) together with side chains of other active site residues which could disrupt the subtle balance between the positive and negative charges in the active site. The conformational change of the phosphate binding loop (Gly8-X-X-X-X-X-Gly14-Lys15-Thr16) upon nucleotide binding observed previously [Huang, W., Jia, J., Gibson, K. J., Taylor, W. S., Rendina, A. R., Schneider, G., & Lindqvist, Y. (1995) Biochemistry 34, 10985] appears to be important to attain the proper active site scaffold.